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BY: DENNIS BUDZYNSKI

Dear PRARA Member:

Happy New Year! I hope everyone had a safe, healthy and a blessed Holiday.
Based upon the efforts begun by the PRARA leadership, the C-Store licensing project is gaining momentum. The team has formed a nonprofit organization called the Coalition for Fair Beer Licensing Laws in
PA. The link is as follows:
pafairbeerlicensing.com
We encourage you to visit the website and register as a member. We would also encourage you to share this
with any of your colleagues across the state of Pennsylvania. Please also share news of these efforts with
your customers. It is essential that we gather information from C-Store operators regarding their location
and their desire to sell beer in their businesses. The legislators will be looking to business owners and consumers to demonstrate our interest in changing the existing law.
As we build the membership roles for the coalition, we will connect business owners with their local legislators. These meetings will be important and demonstrating to our lawmakers that we wish to sell beer in a
retail setting.
We look forward to your participation and encourage you to contact the coalition do you have questions
about these efforts.
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Federal Highway Administration Prohibits
Fee Paid EV Chargers At Rest Areas

California Board Outlines Timeline To
Phase Out Gasoline Vehicle Sales By 2035

Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 20, 2021

Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 20, 2021

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) issued
guidance last week clarifying that fee paid EV charging stations cannot be located within the interstate
right of way (ROW), including rest areas.

On December 16, NACS reported the California Air
Resources Board has outlined a timeline for phasing
out gasoline vehicle sales by 2035.
According to the plan, zero-emission would make up
34 percent of sales in 2027, 43 percent in 2028, 51
percent in 2029, 61 percent in 2030, 76 percent in
2031, 82 percent in 2032, 88 percent in 2033 and 94
percent in 2034.

This is good news for energy marketers who have
long fought against commercialization of rest areas.
Commercialized rest areas siphon customers away
from local gas stations and other businesses typically
located at interstate entrance and exit ramps.

Californians still would be allowed to own vehicles
with internal combustion engines and resell them.

Specifically, the FHWA guidance clarifies that fee
paid EV charging stations do not fit into any of the
limited commercial activities allowed at rest areas.

Last month, six major automakers and 30 countries
committed to phase out new gasoline-powered and
diesel-powered vehicles by 2040 worldwide and by
2035 in “leading markets.” The automakers include
Ford, General Motors, Volvo, Mercedes-Benz,
China’s BYD and Jaguar Land Rover.

Those activities include lottery machines, travel information, commercial advertising, tourism promotion
and tickets for state historical or tourism related
events.

Copy and paste the following link into your browser
to read the full article: https://
www.convenience.org/Media/Daily/2021/Dec/16/1CA-Details-Phaseout-Plan-Gasoline-Vehicle_Fuels?
utm_content=NACS%20Daily%20121621%3A%
20newsarticle1%20%
28California+Details+Phaseout+Plan+for+Gasoline+Veh%
29&utm_source=NACS%
20Daily&utm_campaign=NACS%20Daily%
20121621&utm_medium=email&utm_term=C00037880%
20#msdynttrid=2GrciF3Ehg3Ul29WKwg2z3mYvAS
BBv1xKPB602u6JJE

However, according to the same guidance, fee paid
EV charging stations may be placed at rest areas on
interstate segments where federal-aid highway funds
or other funds administered under Title 23 have never
been used, which are typically older toll roads.
The guidance also clarified that fee paid EV charging
stations may be located at Park and Ride lots adjacent
to highway entrance and exit ramps.

USDA To Make $100 Million Available In New Funds For Biofuel Infrastructure Grants
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 13, 2021

On Tuesday, U.S. Department of Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack announced USDA intends to make
up to $100 million available in new funds for grants for biofuels infrastructure, such as blender pumps which
ensure biofuels have greater availability in the retail market.
The funding will provide grants to refueling and distribution facilities for cost of installation, retrofitting
or otherwise upgrading of infrastructure required at a location to ensure the environmentally safe availability of
fuel containing bioethanol blends of E-15 and greater or fuel containing biodiesel blends B-20 and greater.
USDA will announce the official application window for grants within the coming months.
Copy and paste the following link into your browser for the complete announcement:
https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2021/12/07/usda-make-800-million-available-provide-economicrelief-biofuel
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Biden Administration Finalizes Vehicle Fuel Economy Standards Rule
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 27, 2021

On Monday, the Biden Administration released its final Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards (CAFE)
to significantly tighten light truck and car fuel efficiency. The new efficiency standards will result in a 40-mpg
requirement for light trucks and cars by 2026.By comparison, the Trump era CAFE standards required a 32mpg efficiency requirement by 2026.
Under the EPA’s projections, CAFE standards are expected to begin a shift to electric vehicles over the next
decade pushing sales of EVs and plug-in hybrids to about 17 percent in model year 2026 from an expected 7
percent in model year 2023, still far from President Biden’s goal for half of U.S. car sales to be EVs by 2030.
However, that goal is widely seen as overly optimistic given that EVs sales represented only 3 percent of all
passenger cars sales in 2020.
Automakers are also concerned with Biden’s fuel economy plan as it represents a dramatic shift from the current U.S. auto market and can only happen with policies that include incentives for EV purchases, adequate
government funding for charging stations and money to expand EV manufacturing and the parts supply chain.
Senator Manchin’s announcement on Fox News Sunday that he can no longer support Build Back Better (BBB)
complicates Biden’s goal as it included tax credits and rebates to entice people into buying EVs.
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Life Cycle Carbon Emissions Of Electric vs. Combustion Vehicles
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 20, 2021

The Fuels Institute has recently completed an analysis of the life cycle carbon emissions for electric and combustion vehicles.
The “Life Cycle Analysis Comparison – Electric and Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles,” report, due to be
released in January 2022, looks at the carbon emissions from each phase in the life cycle of battery electric vehicles
(BEVs), internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) to help identify opportunities to
effectively reduce carbon emissions from the transportation sector.
The report looks at emissions at each stage of a vehicle’s life cycle allowing a critical look at the carbon intense
phases in a vehicle’s life and focuses on mitigating carbon emissions at these phases to improve the emissions profile of
the entire transportation sector.
The report also analyzes the carbon emissions associated with material sourcing, manufacturing, well to tank (that
includes electricity generation and petroleum refining and distribution), and vehicle operation (transporting passengers)
and concludes that there are opportunities to reduce carbon emissions for all three vehicle types at various stages in their
life cycle.
Another concept that comes out of this analysis is the importance of reducing the carbon intensity of the liquid
fuels that power combustion engines.
Even under extremely aggressive BEV sales projections, it will be decades before BEVs replace all ICEV sales,
so it is important to look at all vehicle types to achieve carbon emission reductions.
Overall, the report indicates that BEVs make a lot of sense in low carbon grid scenarios (electricity generated by
high percentage of renewables), but a combination of ICEV and HEV with lower carbon intense fuel options might make
more sense in other markets.
A copy of the report will be available for download from the Fuels Institute website once the report is available.
Copy and paste the following link into your browser to read the report: https://www.fuelsinstitute.org/Resources/TheCommute/Life-Cycle-Carbon-Emissions-of-Electric-and-Combus

Quality GASOLINE and TRANSPORT Service Since 1972

Celebrating 25 Years of Dependable Service to Independent
Gasoline Retailers in Western PA
Great Reputation, Competitive Pricing
Branded/Unbranded Gasoline, E85, Bio Diesel, On Road/Off Road, Kerosene
Contact Ron Rotolo 724-333-5964
Email: ronr@reedoil.com
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OSHA Issues Emergency Standard Requiring Employee COVID-19 Vaccination Or Testing
Pennsylvania Petroleum Association
December 27, 2021

OSHA released a final emergency temporary standard (ETS) in November requiring employee COVID-19 vaccination or weekly testing at all employers with 100 or more employees.
The ETS was stayed by a federal court last month which delayed the original December 5, 2021 compliance
deadline.
On Dec. 17, the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals lifted the stay and OSHA is now requiring employers with
100 or more employees to have their covid-19 testing in place by January 10, 2022.
Employee testing must begin by February 9, 2022. However, compliance may be stayed once again as a number
of state attorney generals opposed to ETS have appealed the lifting of the stay to the U.S. Supreme Court.
It is not known if or when the Court will hear the appeal.
In the meantime, covered employers should assume the ETS is going forward as planned and prepare to come
into compliance by the January 10th and February 9th compliance deadlines.
Copy and paste the following link into your browser for the full EMA Compliance Bulletin: https://
www.energymarketersofamerica.org/weeklyreview/attachments/CB12-21-21_OSHA_Vaccine_Mandate.pdf
Copy and paste the following link into your browser FOR OSHA’S COVID-19 Vaccination, Testing and Face
Covering Policy Template: https://www.energymarketersofamerica.org/weeklyreview/attachments/CB12-2121_OSHA_Vaccine_Mandate.pdf
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A Look at the Build Back Better
On November 19th, the House passed the Build Back
Better Act (the “BBB”) (HR. 5376).
In the tax area, many of the provisions which could
have been very detrimental to small businesses and their owners
were removed from the final House passed version of the BBB.
Specifically, in the final House bill, this is what happened with the proposed tax provisions:
No changes to the individual tax rates for the vast majority of Americans. No change to income tax or capital gains
rates. Only those with modified adjusted gross income
(“MAGI”) of more than $10,000,000 will see an increase in
income taxes through a new surtax;
No change to the estate and gift tax exemption amounts
or rates for anyone;
No change to the step up in basis for assets going
through an estate. This provision could have been devastating to
many small business owners and had the potential to impose a
new capital gains tax on many Americans who are not
“wealthy” and could have potentially caused the forced sale of
family homes, farms and businesses to pay the new tax;
No change to the grantor trust rules. Earlier versions
of BBB contained a provision dealing with grantor trusts which
would have eliminated a popular estate planning tool and would
have created havoc with almost all existing irrevocable life insurance trusts;
No change to the valuation discounts used when transferring interests in most family-owned businesses from an older
to a younger generation. The original proposals would have
eliminated the ability to transfer interests in family LLCs and
partnerships to the younger generation in a cost-effective manner;
A new significant surtax for the super wealthy and non
-grantor trusts.
Additional 5% surtax on MAGI in excess of
$10,000,000 (single or married filing jointly) for individuals and
in excess of $200,000 for non-grantor trusts;
Extra additional 3% surtax on MAGI in excess of
$25,000,000 (single or married filing jointly) for individuals and
in excess of $500,000 for non-grantor trusts;
No change to C corporation tax rates;
Expansion of the 3.8% net investment income tax
(NIIT) to apply to active business income from pass-through
entities (such as S corporations and partnerships) for those taxpayers earning more than $400,000 (if single) and $500,000 (if
married filing jointly). Under current law the 3.8% net investment income tax only applies to passive income. The effective
date for this provision in the House bill is January 1, 2022;
No change to the very important 20% qualified business income deduction under 199A for pass-through entities.
Though the 199A deduction is still set to sunset at the end of
2025;
A number of new IRA provisions for taxpayers most
applicable to those who have accumulated more than
$10,000,000 in retirement plan assets.
No new IRA contributions allowed for those who have
$10,000,000 or more in retirement plan accounts, but only for
“applicable taxpayers” those making more than $400,000 filing

single or $450,000 filing jointly. This provision is effective as of
January 1, 2029.
For applicable taxpayers who have retirement plan
accounts valued in the aggregate at more than $10,000,000,
there will be a new Required Minimum Distribution (RMD)
requiring a withdrawal equal to 50% of the value over the
$10,000,000 limit. This provision is effective as of January 1,
2029.
In addition, applicable taxpayers who have aggregate
retirement plan accounts over $20,000,000 must draw down
100% of any Roth accounts to bring the value down to
$20,000,000. This provision is effective as of January 1, 2029.
No after-tax Roth conversions after 2021 (same as the
initial proposal). This change affects very few taxpayers who
own or are employed by small businesses.
No Roth conversion for applicable taxpayers after 2031
(same as the initial proposal). This represents a significant
change which is ameliorated by the 10 year delay in the effective date. It is deemed to be a revenue raiser because it will incentivize applicable taxpayers to do a Roth conversion before
2031. When a taxpayer converts all or a portion of a traditional
IRA to a Roth IRA, income tax on the entire amount converted
is due.
One IRA provision from an earlier version of BBB is
out – IRAs can continue to invest in private equity. The original
version of BBB included prohibitions against IRAs being invested in assets for accredited investors which have been eliminated;
Changes to 1202 stock so that there is a retroactive
reduction of the 100% or 75% benefit to 50% for individuals
with AGI of $400,000 or more and all non-grantor trusts and
estates. Only change from the original version of the BBB was
to clarify the effective date is “after September 13, 2021.”
A change to the SALT (state and local taxes) deduction
limit increasing it up to $80,000 until 2031 at which point the
deduction would go back permanently to the $10,000 limitation
brought in by the Trump tax bill. This is a revenue raiser since
under the current law, the $10,000 limitation is set to sunset at
the end of 2025 and would revert to prior law with an unlimited
SALT deduction as of 2026;
No required reporting of banking transactions to IRS;
Now the action moves to the Senate. It’s too soon to
judge what the Senate version will look like or even when it will
be brought up, however it seems unlikely that any other negative tax provisions will come in, particularly with Senator Manchin having the deciding vote. Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT)
may have a lot to say but the Senators who will be most important are Joe Manchin (D-WV) and Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ).
Based on Senator Manchin’s comments, it is possible he will
require some of the new social programs in the House passed
version of the BBB be pared back or eliminated which will reduce the cost of the bill. He has specifically mentioned having
concerns with the paid leave program in the bill, as well as expanding Medicare, creating a methane emission fee and having
a larger tax credit for union-made electric vehicles.
Con’t. on page 9
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Con’t. from page 8
Senator Sanders, among other things, wants to expand the
House version which expanded Medicare to cover hearing, to
also include coverage for vision and dental. This will only happen if Senator Manchin is okay with it, which is doubtful. He
has already expressed concern that the country cannot pay for
Medicare as it stands today let alone afford to expand it. It is
also possible that the Senate will cut back the House’s SALT
provision so the deduction is only available to those taxpayers
who are below the $400,000 filing single and $450,000 filing
jointly income thresholds or some higher threshold. If the Senate did entirely throw out any changes to the SALT deduction, it
is quite possible that it would be brought back in conference as
the deduction was the critical factor in wooing the votes of a
number of House Democrats from high tax states.
Senator Manchin does not seem to be in any rush to do
anything that would position Senate Leadership to bring the bill
up until at least the end of the year because of his concerns with
parts of the bill, inflation, and the Senate’s busy schedule, including raising the debt ceiling and getting a defense bill
through. If Senator Manchin sticks with this approach, then the
conference likely would be in the spring. It is even possible that
the Democrats in the Senate will fail to pass the bill.
You may have noticed that for months Speaker of the
House, Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) was trying to get a bill passed in
the House that would be able to get through the Senate unchanged. When it became apparent that to get the infrastructure
bill through the House, the BBB bill would have to be decoupled from a version acceptable to the Senate, Speaker Pelosi

freed the Representatives to pass the version they wanted. The
House Democrats know this version will not get through the
Senate and basically the House will have to adopt whatever
comes out of conference.
It took a lot of work for a number of associations to get
rid of the most damaging tax provisions (many of which would
have hit upper middle class taxpayers as well as small business
owners). For its part, SSDA was one of the first groups to respond to initial proposals to eliminate the step-up in basis and
reduce the estate tax exemption which started to crop up a few
years back by starting to educate folks on the Hill as well as the
other small business associations as to the damage these provisions could wreak. We also were one of a handful of associations to lead the charge against the potential harmful limitation
of the 199A deduction. SSDA also worked with many other
associations, including the Independent Community Bankers of
America, to oppose and eliminate provisions that would have
required reporting of numerous banking transactions to IRS.
As of now, BBB went from a bill with many potentially disastrous tax provisions for small businesses to one
whose major tax provisions are aimed squarely at the ultrawealthy. It’s probably too early for privately owned and familyowned businesses to breathe a sigh of relief but we’ll know soon
enough whether they can.
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
ACCOUNTANTS

J.E. Robinson
Murrysville, PA
412-423-1093
ATM

ATM Cash World
Tom Ranallo
Pittsburgh
800-937-5169
ATTORNEY

Andrew Klaber
Chartwell Law Offices
Sewickley, PA
412-741-0600
CLEANING CHEMICALS

Apter Industries
Rick Gobel-McKeesport, PA
412-672-9628
COMPLIANCE TESTING

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

Flynn Environmental, Inc.
Michael Flynn-Pittsburgh, PA
800-690-9409

INSURANCE

Bulava & Associates
Joe Bulava-Greensbug, PA
724-836-7610
LUBRICANTS AND ANTIFREEZE

Groundwater & Environment Svc. Inc.
Oil Service, Inc.
Jon Agnew
Joe Schmidlin-Pittsburgh, PA
Cranberry Township, PA
412-771-6950
800-267-2549 ext. 3636
www.oilservice.com
McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
PARTS/PETROLEUM EQUIP
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051
Total Tank Works LLC
Sean Tosadori-East Butler
S.I.S.
724-285-4258
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
Total Tank Works LLC
Sean Tosadori-East Butler
724-285-4258

Total Tank Works LLC
Sean Tosadori-East Butler
724-285-4258
COMPUTERS

Computer Solutions
Dick Norchi-Allison Park, PA
412-369-8896
CONSULTING

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
PETROLEUM

PETROLEUM

Bolea Oil Products
Robert Bolea-Coraopolis, PA
412-264-1130

Kehm Oil Company
George Kehm-Oakdale, PA
412-921-5200

Bradigan’s Inc.
Andy Bradigan-Kittanning, PA
724-548-7654

Reed Oil Company
Skip Hazen-New Castle, PA
724-944-4689

Center Independent
Doug Friend
724-622-4835

REMODELING

Countywide Petroleum
Tim Redshaw-Pittsburgh, PA
317-750-8273

McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

Glassmere Fuel Service
Dell Cromie-Tarantum, PA
724-265-4646

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-279-3360

SITE INSPECTION &
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
Total Tank Works LLC
Sean Tosadori-East Butler
724-285-4258
TAXES

J.E. Robinson
Murrysville, PA
412-423-1093
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK/
LINE TESTING

Global Partners LLC
Raymond Schratz
781-777-3588

Enviric, Inc.
Victor Unger-Bairdford, PA
724-265-5100

Graft Oil Company
Kevin Forsythe
724-628-9580

Total Tank Works LLC
Sean Tosadori-East Butler
724-285-4258
USED TIRE PICKUP

Penn Turf 814-696-7669
Dan’s 724-529-7621
Liberty 888-868-0097
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Calendar of Events
New Year ’ s Day

January 1

Martin Luther King Jr. Day

January 17

Business Hours:
Monday
Closed
Tuesday
8:30-3:30
Wednesday 8:30-3:30
Thursday
8:30-3:30
Friday
Closed
Contact:
Phone:
412-241-2380
Fax:
412-241-2815
www.prara.com

Petroleum Retailers & Auto Repair Association
1051 Brinton Road Suite 304
Pittsburgh PA 15221
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